300	GUJARATA AND ITS LITERATURE
Vi&vagltft, which the author in his preface claims to have
modelled on the lines of the BhUgavata, is a bunch of situa-
tions from several unconnected episodes, held together by
the appearance of the sage Patanjali in the prologue, and
again at the end, when the sage utters his famous aphor-
ism, " Yoga means the cessation of the activities of the
cognising aspect of the mind/' It is not a piece of art. It
reads like the troubled dream of a puranika, with the my-
thological tapestry of the Puranas all turned topsy-turvey,
and some figures of the past mingling with one another in
defiance of time, place and tradition. The work is only
note-worthy for being the most irresponsible form of roman-
tic effort, as also the high-water mark of Samskrtic revival,
in the language. Jehangir-Nurjehan would have been more
interesting; but with Jehangir quoting Sankaracarya,
Nurjehan playing Radha and Asafkhan talking bombastic
Samskrtised Gujaratl, the general effect is very depressing.
The songs are fine; and the rhapsodies about Gujarata,
Mogul Emperors, Nur Jehan and her love are in the author's
characteristic style.
Sanghamitr'd as a khanda-akhyana is a decided improve-
ment on its predecessors. The setting is splendid, what*
with Asoka, Upagupta, Buddha and Sujata. It gives
unlimited scope for verbal fireworks. The dialogue is
partly given in vrttas, some of which, in spite of their
metrical blunders, are charming. The khanda-kavya of
Manishankar Bhatt is thus absorbed in the khand-akhyana
producing a novel art-form. The little drama of Buddha
performed before Asoka in Act IV is its most artistic
portion.
[ There is a flower-grove on the bank oj the Njranjana. From the garden the
sage enters; a flower of a man, withered by the heat of triple suffering. His body is
worn by penance; his soul is fired by meditation; his eyes seek the unseen; tes
steps are slow, lest the earth may be burdened. Like the shadow of a divine cloud, he
flits across the earth.]
THE SAGE: What to say now ? Silence alone is good fortune. What is the
light of the other world like ? What is the web of deeds, good and bad ? Why
are light and shade, joy and sorrow formed? Do they tell the tale of lives
lived long ago?1

